
ISIS in the UK: the fears of MI5 

How and where might ISIS Muslims strike in the UK over the next few years, as they pursue their Islamic 

jihad?  And what might it mean for ordinary British people in particular?  Well, expect ISIS Muslims to learn 

from the experts in terrorising the UK – namely the IRA.  The IRA is undoubtedly the most effective 

[quasi-military] terrorist organisation ever to target Britain.  Indeed with the 1998 Belfast Agreement – as the 

journalist Peter Hitchens observed – the IRA essentially secured the unconditional surrender of the British 

Government.  The IRA is still going strong – including the so-called ‘dissidents’ it claims not to control – 

and in fact the IRA is stronger than ever; its organised crime operation generates millions and its munitions 

arsenal is huge.  The IRA will continue to attack until the UK no longer includes Northern Ireland. 

The IRA’s objectives – and, to date, many of the tactics of the IRA – are different to those of the Muslim 

terrorists who have attacked [or attempted to attack] the British people over the past 15 years, but in future 

we can reasonably expect Muslim terrorists to start adopting IRA terror tactics.  Aspiring Muslim terrorists 

may dream of shooting the Queen, the Prime Minister, or blowing up the Houses of Parliament, but, whilst 

they fantasise about hitting such 'high value' targets, they have other more realistic targets in their sights.  

High value targets are generally well protected, but you and I are rather more vulnerable.  The Muslims won't 

become a carbon copy of the IRA, but do expect them to borrow from some of the principles in the IRA 

Handbook.  They will 'improve' their modus operandi to follow more closely the example of the IRA.  Then 

the Muslims will surpass the IRA.  Irish terrorists, though keen to murder others, aren't so keen on dying in 

the process – but Muslim terrorists seem to take pleasure in it. 

Whether it's legitimate irregular warfare, guerrilla warfare (of perhaps dubious legitimacy), or morally 

unjustifiable terrorism, the key to being effective lies in unpredictability, shock and surprise.  Irregular 

methods are, by definition, irregular.  The application of an irregular method is difficult or impossible to 

predict with certainty, and it's often the case that an element of the bizarre or eccentric simply adds to the 

potency of the assault.  An irregular approach also often combines with the counter-intuitive.  Irregular 

warfare techniques tend to bring sudden confusion and chaos to targets, but it would be a mistake to 

conclude that seemingly makeshift, ad hoc methods of attack necessarily point to a lack of careful planning, 

sophistication or intelligence in those practising them.  Muslim terrorists can come in all shapes and sizes: 

some are subtle and sophisticated and others really are blunt instruments. 

The motivation of the Muslims is more important than their method.  Muslims’ murderous methods simply 

reflect their motivation.  A man’s actions spring from what he really believes.  The reason Muslim terrorists 

are so dangerous is fundamentally down to what they believe, for it is the Islamic mindset which not only 

permits but also encourages Muslims to murder for the sake of Islamic gratification.  When a man no longer 

respects the right to life of others, and, worse, believes that others deserve to die, and, worst of all, believes 

that he is divinely authorised to take life, then the evil consequences of the Islamic mindset are sadly 

inevitable.  The depraved ‘genius’ of Mohammed’s message lies in its ability to so inspire (or rather, corrupt) 

followers to the extent that their only focus becomes to live or die for the cause of global Islamic domination, 

by any means possible.  Mohammed promised reward in the next life and the spoils of conquest in this.  He 

offered excitement and adventure in pursuit of a ‘noble’ cause, and he provided followers with the licence to 

sin at will whilst enjoying the outward appearance of adherence to a form of religious devotion.  Mohammed 

offered illicit sex, stolen gold, the rush of unrestrained violence and the approval of his ‘god’ – and the 

ungodly, the foolish and the evil-minded will always go for that. 



We can reasonably expect ISIS Muslims to be more frequent and ferocious in their terror attacks than the 

IRA.  The IRA had [and still has] patience and a disciplined command hierarchy; hot-blooded young 

Muslims don't.  Many of the Muslims to target the UK in the next few years won't be under the orders of an 

'officer' in a strict chain of command, but rather – in their own thinking – will be answerable only to Allah 

(i.e. Mohammed's ‘god’).  And the message of Mohammed has always been crystal clear: Kill the Infidels!  

Because 'martyrdom' is considered the highest honour, and because committed Muslims' loyalty is to Allah 

alone, and since Mohammed has already told them what to do, expect them just to get on and do it.  Unlike 

the IRA, the Muslims' objectives and methods are not limited at all.  It's very simple: 'good' Muslims are 

slaves to Allah and must do all they can to subject the whole world to the domination of Islam. 

Though delighted by the fear struck in the hearts of the British people by every atrocity reported in the media, 

Muslim terrorists are motivated just as much by the desire to impress their peers around the world.  

Hardcore followers of Mohammed revel in ruthlessness, cruelty and barbarity – just as they’ve always done.  

Muslim terrorists especially love to behead their victims.  Therefore expect beheadings.  And if the victims 

are clearly Christians, some Muslim terrorists consider crucifixion a 'nice touch'.  The gang rape of women 

and girls is pretty much a given – and that’s just the men.  We tend to think of terrorists as being men, and 

most of them are, but the Muslims get their women and children to participate too.  The power of peer 

pressure and heavy brainwashing with Islamic ideology – not to mention, sometimes, the promise of financial 

reward for the family – is enough to send women and children out to kill.  It happens in the Middle East and 

it can happen here. 

The kind of attacks ISIS Muslims may engage in are likely to include bombings and shooting sprees in 

provincial, public locations – targeting the general public well away from the likes of London, Birmingham or 

Manchester.  Yes, that means Truro could be a target.  They may hijack a classroom or a school bus.  They 

may target backbench MPs.  Your local MP may be a useless non-entity, but in future the Muslims may 

decide to assassinate him anyway.  They may attack police and military personnel.  In the mind of an ISIS 

Muslim, imagine the kudos and satisfaction of, for example, shooting a few Royal Marines recruits on 

Dartmoor – taking the firefights of Syria, Iraq and Afghanistan right into the British backyard. 

Mohammed’s message and methods are Satanic and his followers are on jihad to conquer the UK.  The 

British Government must fight back or else allow us to be conquered – but the bigger picture is of a spiritual 

battle for the soul of the nation.  As a nation Britain has rejected God and His standards in favour of secular 

humanism, thus creating the conditions in which belligerent Islam can thrive.  The British people have a 

choice: to repent and return to God, or carry on regardless to enslavement under sharia’h law.  “It couldn’t 

happen here,” did I hear you say?  Well, remember that Islam, conceived in an Arabian backwater, has since 

proceeded to dominate vast territories and populations – and this has happened mainly through military 

conquests.  Furthermore, it is violence and the fear of it which enslaves millions of ordinary people around 

the world to domination by Islam today.  There are plenty of people in, for example, Iran, who would rather 

be free from the yoke of Islam.  Quite a contrast from our traditional British way of life, the liberties of 

which proceed from the rule of law founded upon Judaeo-Christian principles and standards.  So I say it 

again, the British nation must decide: Jesus or Mohammed. 
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